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Workplace Democracy and The Future Of The Labour Movement
A conference on this subject was held at the University of Sydney on 1 June 2001. It marked the
birth of Dr Lloyd Ross (1901-1987), a prominent trade unionist, writer and educationist, and a
passionate advocate of workplace democracy.
"Sweeping assertions of the rights and obligations of citizenship coloured the rhetoric of Centenary of
Federation celebrations. Any meaningful idea of citizenship must acknowledge the life of the
workplace. It is in the workplace that fundamental rights are often sharply contested - the right to
influence the terms of employment, the fiiture ofthe enterprise, the right to work itself,
The ALP's national policy platform commits Labor to implementing workplace (industrial)
democracy. What are Labor's plans? How can unions advance the cause of worker participation? Can
enterprise bargaining deliver workplace democracy? What can we learn from past attempts to create
democratic workplaces?
The need to empower workers has never been more urgent. Australia's workplace relations have

been profoundly deregulated by successive federal governments; democracy is crucial to any strategy of
reinvigorating union commitment or enhancing the quality of working life."

The conference was convened by the Lloyd Ross Forum, a research, training and publications
committee of the Labor Council of New South Wales. The Forum also publishes 'Worksite', a
journal of issues affecting the labour movement.

Update of Communism in Australia Bibliography
Beverley Symons, co-editor of Communism in Australia: a Resource Bibliography (NLA,
1994), is currently compiling an updated edition, in association with Stuart Macintyre's ongoing

work on the history ofthe Communist Party of Australia, 2"'' Volume.
To minimise the chance of missing any publications that should be included in the updated Bibliography,
she would greatly appreciate receiving details of the following since the start of 1994: relevant journal
articles (other than Labour History), books, book chapters, conference papers, completed dieses and
manuscript collections. Send to: Dr Beverley Symons, 23/68-74 Liverpool Road, Summer Hill, NSW
2130; or email: bsvmons@ar.com.au or telephone(02)9799 6943.

The CPA: Lessons for the 21®* century - Papers
On 22 October 2000,the Sydney Branch ofthe Labour History Society held a joint seminar with
SEARCH Foundation, on the above subject from 10.30am to 3.00pm with a lunch break. The

Seminar was to commemorate the 80'^ armiversary of the forming of the Communist Party of
Australia on 3 October 1920.

There was a panel of six speakers and discussion on the contributions, with over 65 people present. Four
papers were given, which can be obtained for $5 from SEARCH Foundation, Room 610, 3 Small St,
Broadway, NSW 2007. Fax(02)9211 1407.
The name SEARCH is formed from the initials of the full name of the Foundation which is the

Social Education and Research Concerning Humanity Foundation. It was formed in 1991 when the
CPA disbanded, and became the holder ofthe assets of the CPA.

The Foundation publishes Search News, six times a year, providing a place for articles by
progressive writers to expand their ideas and is available by subscription. It has a website at
vyww.search.org.au and can be contacted by phone:(02)9211 4164. Email search@magna.com.au

GLIMPSES OF THE 2001 LABOUK HISTOHY hJATTOhJAL
CONFEKENCE

Work * Organisation * Struggle
The Canberra Region Branch of the

Society hosted the 7* biennial conference
at the Australian National University,
from 19 to 21 April.

Papers ranged from detailed accounts of
particular events, such as the Tasmanian
timber strike of 1921 to the more general

and speculative, for example 'Where is
Labour History Going?'

The conference was very large with more

than 150 presentations. Five or six panels
were often in session simultaneously—and

As usual, there were many activities beyond
the formal presentations—^including one

as a result participants had to make difficult

with a very serious purpose. This was a visit

decisions in choosing which to attend.

to the Noel Butlin Archives, whose
continued existence—like those of freedom

Despite the size and complexity of the
conference it proceeded smoothly and
enjoyably, for which the organisers deserve

and democracy—seems to depend on
eternal vigilance.

admiration and congratulations.
Jim Macken closed the conference with a
The theme of the conference was 'work,

spirited speech on the history of struggle by

organisation, struggle' and these subjects

workers, recent changes to industrial
circumstances, and proposed new methods

were given a broad interpretation by some
of those who presented papers, while others
stuck close to the proposed theme. All of
which added up to a varied and interesting

of organisation in the continuing struggle
for justice. Finally, perhaps inspired by the
speech they had just heard, the assembled
Labour historians gave an enthusiastic
rendition of'Solidarity Forever'.

three days.

Among several notable guests were the
ACTU president, Sharan Burrow, who gave

Most of the papers presented have been

the opening address. Senator John Faulkner
(Opposition Leader in the Senate), and

printed in a substantial (370-page)
volume produced by the Canberra
Region Branch of the Society, edited by

Neville

Kirk

of

the

Manchester

Metropolitan University.

Phil Griffiths and Rosemary Webb.

Other speakers and participants came from

It is available from ASSLH, Canberra

all over Australia and some from overseas.

Region Branch, LPO Box A43, ANU,

The Melbourne branch of the History

Canberra ACT 2601. Price $30, plus $10
post & handling.

Society was well represented.

It is also available from the NIB bookshop

The range of the papers was so varied as to
defy brief description, but trade union
subjects were numerous, which was in
keeping with the theme of the conference.
'Class', with emphasis on the changing
nature of society and industry, was a

recurring subject in the presentations and
discussions.

at the Melbourne Trades Hall at $35.

The next biennial conference of the

Australian Society for the Study of
Labour History will be held in Brisbane
in 2003.

TWO NEW BOOKS ABOUT SANTAMARIA/THE MOVEMENT',
AND THE LABOR SPLIT
Reviewed by Robert Corcoran

'Santamaria - the politics offear^ Paul Ormonde(Ed), Spectrum Publications, 2000
'Crusade or Conspiracy?' Bruce Duncan, University of NSW Press, 2001
They are available at the NIB Bookshop at the Melboume Trades Hall and from other bookshops.
More evidence about OA Santamaria and his secretive 'Movement' is gradually being uncovered

and, consequently, new books and other studies on the subject still arouse interest among people
who value political history. Both hooks contain new information and assessments.

*Santamaria -the politics offear'
(The book would be identifiable without its title —by the delightfid, enigmatic line drawing on its cover.)

Paul Ormonde is the editor and also contributes two chapters. He is already well known to historians as
die author of The Movement, which was the first substantial publication to reveal details ofthe nature and
tactics of the Movement.

The other contributors are Xavier Connor, James Griffin, Val Noone and Colin Thornton-Smith. Max
Charlesworth wrote the Foreword. The authors are well qualified through experience and research and

support their assertions with endnotes. Each ofthem ^proaches the subject from a different angle.
The focus is mainly on Santamaria—on his life's work and on the principles and beliefs that motivated
him. The authors identify Santamaria's ultimate aims, which have been hidden from public view; and his
clever, if sometimes dubious, tactics to achieve his goals. Santamaria's idiosyncrasies, such as (in
Ormonde's words)his 'astonishing self-beliefare discussed, but not his private life.
Charlesworth's foreword sets the scene with a concise overview of Church- State relationships and

describes Santamaria's responses, in theory and practice, to this difficult subject. Connor also tackles the

problem of the Church and politics and concludes that Santamaria got it wrong, as indicated by the
Bombay Examiner article in which Santamaria advocated active intervention by the Church.
James Griffin doubts that Santamaria was a 'towering intellect'. He also draws attention to Santamaria's

extraordinary plan to divert government funds, intended for schools, to the Movement's coffers.
Thornton-Smith describes the young Santamaria's adoption of a strange mixture of ideologies and
theories that affected his aims and activities for much of his life.

Santamaria's attitudes towards the various wars during his lifetime, starting with support for Franco in

the Spanish civil war of the 1930s, are discussed in Val Noone's contribution, with particular attention to
Santamaria's support for Australian participation in Vietnam.

Paul Ormonde writes a more comprehensive account of the Movement than the more specialised
chapters by the other contributors. He acknowledges the anti-communist nature of the Movement but
deplores the denigration of Catholics who disagreed with the Movement's methods. The sad
consequences were division in the Church and disharmony among friends and even within families.
Ormonde pays tribute to Santamaria's natural talent and energy but criticises his authoritarian
characteristics and some ofhis tactics and ambitions -'politics by remote control'.

Santamaria - the politics offear is an explanation of Santamaria's real agenda and his tactics to
achieve his ends. It also helps to explain the part played by the Movement in the Labor Split The
authors differ in style and robustness of language, but they all present their arguments carefully
and with numerous endnotes. it may be trite hut, in this case, it is true to say that this is a
fascinating book. It is a valuable contribution to political history and deserves serious attention.

^Crusade or Conspiracy?^
Bruce Duncan deals with Santamaria and his Movement and the conflicts they caused within the
Catholic Church, as well as the consequences for Australian politics. Dr. Duncan is a Catholic
priest of die Redemptorist Order,a scholar,and currently engaged in social advocacy.

It is a prodigious work and it breaks new ground. The main text extends over more than 400 pages
and is supported by 2200 endnotes. The book is the outcome of a huge effort in research and
evaluation of material, including new evidence unearthed by Duncan from previously unavailable
archives and documents.

Crusade or conspiracy? will endure as a rich source of information and ideas for scholars, students and
all those interested in Australian political and church history, and in the question of the appropriate
relationship between religion and politics. It should become an acknowledged reference work and a
touchstone for checking other material dealing with Santamaria, the Movement and the Labor Split.
Accounts of events and interpretations from a wide range of people are included and the sources ofsuch
information or comments are clearly indicated so that readers can make their own assessments of
reliability. The character of the writing is calm and factual and Duncan seldom expresses a personal
opinion except in his substantial Conclusion.

The book has a broad sweep. It begins with an account of the Australian social environment in the
aftermath ofthe First World War,including religious differences, the rise of communism, and the effects
of the Depression of the 1930s. The complex story of the Movement and Santamaria then becomes a
continuing theme—^from its stmggle against communism in the unions in the 1940s and through the
period of quiet power-building within the Labor Party until the Split of the mid-1950s. Then follows the
years ofthe Movement's close relationship to the DLP and its decline as a political force after the 1970s.

In parallel with the Movement's political activities, Duncan follows the tortuous history of the
Movement within the Catholic Church and the associated power struggles, particularly the conflict
between Church authorities in Melbourne and Sydney. The evidence shows that Santamaria was

disingenuous and manipulative in his tactics to keep the Movement in the form he preferred and to
maintain his own dominating power. All the while he purported to be a humble servant ofthe Bishops.

Crusade or conspiracy? exposes and explains long-hidden or distorted facts behind the operation and
nature of the Movement and Santamaria's role. The book is obviously the result of deep research and it

presents the complicated story clearly and dispassionately. Finally, Duncan gives his own appraisal of
the various important matters—religious and political—that are discussed in the book. Although he
carefully qualifies the use ofthe word 'control,' the most important assessment in the Conclusion, from a
poUtical history viewpoint, is that Santamaria planned to gain control ofthe Australian Labor Party.
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Both books,'Santamaria -thepolitics offear'and 'Crusade or conspiracy?', throw new light on an
area of Australian history that was not given sufficient scrutiny at die time of the events, and has
been misunderstood or neglected in later years.

They provide additional facts and give different interpretations from those often accepted. They also
inspire other questions related to the Movement and Santamaria that require further research. For
example, did Santamaria aim to promote clones of the Movement in other countries, especially in Asia?
Did the conservative side of Australian politics assist the Movement, financially or otherwise? There is
no doubt that agencies of the United States government distributed help to favoured groups in overseas
countries during the Cold War. Was the Movement one ofthem?
Both books are valuable additions to Australian historical literature. They explain the Movement
and Santamaria's manoeuvres within the Catholic Church—and his ultimate aims. They clarify

the bacl^round to the Labor Split and they are likely to encourage further investigation.
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Meeting Place
Meetings of the Labour History Society are held in the meeting room
attached to the New International Bookshop at the Melbourne Trades Hall
Enter the Trades Hall through the Victoria St entrance
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MEETING DATES FOR THE REST OF 2001

Sundays — 24 June, 26 August, 14 October, 9 December

LABOUR HISTORY SOCIETY — MELBOURNE BRANCH CONTACTS
President
Peter Love

Secretary

Treasurer

51 Blanche St

3/76A Campbell Rd

Paul Strangio
13 Bridge St

StKilda, Vic 3182

Hawthorn East, Vic 3123

Elstemwick, Vic 3185

9534 2445

9882 4918

9528 6369

Jack Hutson
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